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Certain statements contained herein constitute “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements look into the future and provide an opinion as to the effect
of certain events and trends on the business. Forward-looking statements may include words such as “significant”, “typical” “plans,” “intends,” “anticipates,” “should,”
“estimates,” “expects,” “believes,” “indicates,” “targeting,” “suggests,” ”potential or substantial potential,” and similar expressions. These statements include, but
are not limited to, statements regarding the continued advancement of the Gold Springs property. Information concerning mineral resource estimates and the
interpretation of exploration results may also be considered forward-looking statements as such information constitutes a prediction of what mineralization might be
found to be present if and when a project is actually developed.

These forward-looking statements are based on current expectations and entail various risks and uncertainties. Actual results may materially differ from expectations,
if known and unknown risks or uncertainties affect our business, or if our estimates or assumptions prove inaccurate. Factors that could cause results or events to
differ materially from current expectations expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements, include, but are not limited to, possible variations in mineral
resources, grade, metal prices; availability of sufficient financing to fund planned or further required work in a timely manner and on acceptable terms; changes in
project parameters as plans continue to be refined; failure of equipment or processes to operate as anticipated; regulatory, environmental and other risks of the mining
industry more fully described in the Company’s Management Discussion & Analysis of Financial Position and Results of Operations, which is available on SEDAR at
www.sedar.com. The assumptions made in developing the forward-looking statements include: the accuracy of current resource estimates and the interpretation of
drill, metallurgical testing and other exploration results; the availability of equipment and qualified personnel to advance the Gold Springs project; and execution of the
Company’s existing plans and further exploration and development programs for Gold Springs, which may change due to changes in the views of the Company or if
new information arises which makes it prudent to change such plans or programs. The Company assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking

statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or any other reason.

Inferred Resource Estimate
This Corporate Show uses the term 'inferred resources' which is recognized and required by Canadian regulations (under National Instrument 43-101 Standards of
Disclosure for Mineral Projects), however, such term is not a defined term under SEC Industry Guide 7 and is not normally permitted to be used in reports and
registration statements filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Investors are cautioned not to assume that any part or all of the 'inferred
resources' will be upgraded or converted into 'indicated resources' or 'reserves' as defined under NI 43-101. In addition, 'inferred resources' have a great amount of
uncertainty as to their existence, and economic and legal feasibility. Under Canadian rules, estimates of inferred resources may not form the basis of feasibility or pre-
feasibility studies, or economic studies except for preliminary economic assessment as defined under NI 43-101. Investors are cautioned not to assume that part or all
of an inferred resource exists, or is economically or legally mineable.
The resource estimate for Gold Springs referred to in this presentation is dated March 28, 2013. A geological model was constructed of the Au-Ag mineralized zone.
This model was used to constrain the composite values chosen for interpolation and the blocks reported in the mineral resource. A total of 2,213 1.52-metre
composites were used to interpolate the resource. A block model was constructed using 5-metre by 10-metre by 10-metre blocks in the x, y and z directions
respectively. Grades for gold and silver were interpolated into the blocks by the inverse distance squared method using a minimum of two and maximum of 10
composites to generate block grades. The resource estimate is categorized as “inferred” as defined by the Canadian Institute of Mining guidelines for resource
reporting. Mineral resources do not demonstrate economic viability, and there is no certainty that these mineral resources will be converted into minable reserves once
economic considerations are applied. The Corporation is not aware of any environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-political or other issues which would
materially affect the resource estimate

Safe HarbourSafe Harbour
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Except as set out below, the Qualified Persons on the Gold Springs property are Ralph Fitch
President and CEO and Randall Moore, Executive Vice President of Exploration of High
Desert Gold Corporation who have prepared, reviewed and approved the content of this
presentation.

The Qualified Person for the March 28, 2013 resource estimate at Gold Springs is Dr. A.
Armitage, PGeol, of GeoVector Management Inc. Dr. Armitage is independent of the
Company and prepared the technical information regarding the resource estimate which is
referred to in this presentation.

Qualified PersonsQualified Persons
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In this presentation, all references to gold equivalent (AuEq) calculations reflect gross metal
content using metal prices of $1,600/oz gold (Au), and $28/oz silver (Ag), and have not been
adjusted for metallurgical recoveries. This is a ratio of 57.14 Au/Ag.

Gold EquivalenceGold Equivalence



● The greatest shareholder gains are frequently 

made at the time of discovery

● Management believes we are on the cusp of 

discovering a New Gold District at Gold 

Springs located in Nevada/Utah

TSX-V: HDG, OTCQX: HDGCF, Frankfurt: 7HD.F

The Importance of Discovery The Importance of Discovery 
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HDG Gold  ProjectsHDG Gold  Projects
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*See Safe Harbour page 2 and Gold Equivalence page 3. 

Also: inferred resource includes 19,373,085 tonnes @0.48 g/t Au (301,756 oz)  and 6,476,149 oz Ag @10.4 g/t



Listings TSX Venture Exchange, US/OTCQX

and Germany

Symbols HDG.V and HDGCF (USA),

7HD.F,7HD.SG, 7HD.MU (Germany)

Recent Share Price $0.08

52 Week High – Low $0.36-$0.07

Shares Outstanding 86,840,900 Basic

98,288,900 Fully Diluted

Market Capitalization CDN$7 million

Cash Position (6/30/13) USD$3.1 million

Corporate StructureCorporate Structure
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Independent Reports from 

Analysts and Letter Writers 

Commenting on HDG:

Independent Reports from 

Analysts and Letter Writers 

Commenting on HDG:

Haywood Securities Inc., “Junior Exploration Watch List”

Exploration Insights, Brent Cook, www.explorationinsights.com

Chen Lin “What is Chen Buying and Selling, 718-457-1426,  Chen.Lin@gmail.com

Beacon Rock Research, Mike Niehuser, 503-922-3191, mike@beaconrockresearch.com

Vicarage Capital (London), Will King, 44 (0) 207 248 9773, will@vicaragecapital.com
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ManagementManagement

Ralph Fitch: President and CEO;

• Founder and former CEO of General Minerals Corporation (now Sprott Resource Corp.) TSX: SCP

• Founder of South American Silver Corp. TSX: SAC 

• Founder of High Desert Gold Corporation TSX.V: HDG

• Former Chief Geologist for Chevron’s minerals division with over 40 years experience in minerals 
exploration

• Graduate of Imperial College, University of London

• Successes include: 

− Key role in Collahuasi copper porphyry discovery in Chile whilst with Chevron: the world’s third largest copper mine 

− The Malku Khota silver-indium discovery (SAC) now nationalized by Bolivian Government

− The Escalones Porphyry Copper deposit, Chile (SAC) 

Randall Moore: Executive Vice President of Exploration; 
• Former VP Exploration for General Minerals

• Former senior geologist for Cambior, St. Joe, Duval and Noranda

• Associated with gold discoveries at Bullfrog, NV and Livengood AK 

Richard Doran: Executive Vice President; 

• EVP South American Silver Corp; Former VP Investor Relations for General Minerals Corporation

• Former Marketing Manager for Chevron Resources

William Filtness: CFO; 

• Chartered Accountant with twenty years of financial experience

• Former CFO South American Silver Corp and General Minerals Corporation
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Investment HighlightsInvestment Highlights

• Capital structure with 86.8 million shares outstanding. Management purchased more 
stock in February 2012 Financing  and owns approximately 6% 

• Developing gold/silver resource at the Gold Springs Property in Nevada/Utah with 
significant upside potential:

• Inferred Resource as of March 28, 2013 at Grey Eagle and Jumbo targets:

• – 49 drill holes subsequent to March 28 resource:

• Many holes with strong gold mineralization expanding the mineralized areas both at Grey Eagle and 
Jumbo

● Gold Springs Project (Nevada/Utah) is A New Developing Gold District – Grey 
Eagle and Jumbo resource blocks are two of 18 similar targets –

● Positive early metallurgical results. 

● Resource developed to date starts at or near surface at both Grey Eagle and Jumbo

● Other Assets: 26.8% interest in Highvista Gold (10.7 million shares) – HVV.V owner of 
Canasta Dorada Gold Project (Mexico)
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Gold Silver Gold Equivalent AuEq**

Cut-off Grade 

(AuEq** g/t)
Tonnes Grade  (g/t) Troy Ounces Grade (g/t) Troy Ounces Grade  (g/t) Troy Ounces 

0.3 g/t 19,373,085 0.48 301,756 10.4 6,476,149 0.67 415,254

*See Safe Harbor page 2      **See Gold Equivalence page 3 
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Looking WestLooking West

56 metres averaging:
1.4 g/t Gold 

and 
10.1 g/t Silver

Gold Springs Grey Eagle TrenchGold Springs Grey Eagle Trench

Assays were performed in Reno, Nevada by Inspectorate Laboratories, 
an ISO 9001:2000 Certified laboratory. Gold was analyzed by fire assay
of a 30 gram sample with an AA finish.  All other elements were analyzed
by the ICP-AES 30 element method with 4 acid digestion. The chip samples
were collected every 2 to 5 feet and the average weight of each chip sample
submitted to the laboratory was approximately 7 kg. 
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Gold Springs

Grey Eagle Drill Intercepts

Sections 5, 6 and 8

Gold Springs

Grey Eagle Drill Intercepts

Sections 5, 6 and 8

200 metres

GE-13-33
38.1m@1.98 g/t AuEq

within
86.9m@1.06 g/t AuEq

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN



Pinyon and Gold SpringsPinyon and Gold Springs
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100% Owned

74 sq km Land Position

100% Owned

74 sq km Land Position



Gold Springs

Gold Targets

Gold Springs

Gold Targets
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21.4m @ 5.68g/t Au
Within

62.5m @ 2.1g/t Au 
and 16.4 g/t Ag

Resource Areas



Gold Springs

Relationship Between High Resistivity Rocks and 

Gold Drill Targets

Gold Springs

Relationship Between High Resistivity Rocks and 

Gold Drill Targets

Excellent correlation
between high 
resistivity

rocks (red & orange)
and known gold
occurrences

Very large untested
area with bulk

tonnage gold resource
potential
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33 km of resistivity
boundary with gold potential



Gold Springs – Pinyon Potential

74 square km land Position

Gold Springs – Pinyon Potential

74 square km land Position

• Potential to be a New Nevada/Utah Gold District

− Bulk tonnage and underground targets

− Friendly mining jurisdictions

• Large surface area with outcropping gold mineralization

• Developing resource blocks at Grey Eagle and Jumbo – NI 43-101 
inferred resource of 415,000 oz AuEq as of March 28, 2013

• Drilling continues to expand the gold mineralization at Grey Eagle 
and Jumbo (subsequent to March 28, 2013 resource estimate)

• Drilling proves depth continuity with surface gold mineralization

• Positive initial metallurgy

• Management believes continued discovery of gold mineralization 
very likely 15



● The greatest shareholder gains are frequently 

made at the time of discovery

● Management believes we are on the cusp of 

discovering a New Gold District at Gold 

Springs located in Nevada/Utah

TSX-V: HDG, OTCQX: HDGCF, Frankfurt: 7HD.F

The Importance of Discovery The Importance of Discovery 
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High Desert Gold Corporation
580 Hornby St., Ste #880
Vancouver, BC - V6C 3B6   

Phone: (604) 684-0693
Fax: (604) 684-0642   

Investor Relations Contact:
Richard Doran, Executive Vice President

Phone: 303-512-0919

E-mail:  rdoran@hdggold.com 


